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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Steganography and steganalysis are essential topics for hiding information.
Steganography is a technique of conceal secret messages by transmitting data
through different domains. Its objective is to avoid discovery of secret
messages. Steganalysis, meanwhile, is a method for locating the secret
messages contained in the stego text. The objective of steganalysis is to find
concealed data and to break the security of its domains. Steganalysis can be
categorized into two types: targeted steganalysis and blind steganalysis.
Steganography and steganalysis both have domains that are split into natural,
also known as linguistic and digital media. There are three kinds of digital
media which are picture, video and audio. The aim of this paper is to provide
a survey on different linguistic steganalysis techniques used to find secret
messages. This paper also highlighted two type of steganalysis method that
are used in research and real practice. The discussion include findings on the
most recent work on linguistic steganalysis techniques. This review hoped to
help future research for improving and enhancing steganalytic capabilities.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Steganalysis is science’s art which the objective of steganalysis is to differentiate possibly hidden
data from sample information with slight or no knowledge about the steganography algorithm [1]. Nowadays,
people utilized steganography in both legitimately and illegitimately methods [2]. For instance, residents may
probably practice it to look after their privacy while terrorists or criminal utilize it for transferring ferocity
information [3]. There are two kinds of steganalysis, known as targeted steganalysis and steganalysis that is
blind or universal [4]. A specific steganographic embedding algorithm is intended for targeted steganalysis,
while blind steganalysis is a universal method capable of detecting different kinds of steganography [5].
This is because blind steganalysis can identify a broader class of steganographic methods, but in comparison
with the targeted steganalysis it is mostly less accurate [4]. According to USA TODAY, terrorists use
steganography to communicate over the Internet and to manage cyber-crimes; which is deemed profitable to
the attackers [6].
Secret information is concealed in pictures, videos, audio, and text, including in any digital media
and even in a simpler form such as HyperText Markup Language (HTML), executable documents,
and Extensible Markup Language (XML) [7]. However, this paper will focus on linguistic steganalysis,
which is a method that uses simple text to discover possibly concealed data [8]. This paper is considering the
implementation of linguistic steganalysis that is used to detect secret message within the text medium.
The objective of this paper is to review different types of steganalysis method that consist views from
targeted steganalysis and blind steganalysis. A particular steganographic embedding algorithm is intended for
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targeted stegan analysis, while blind steganalysis is a universal method capable of detecting different kinds of
steganography [9].

2.

TARGETED STEGANALYSIS
To attack an exact type of steganography algorithm, targeted steganalysis, also known as specific
steganalysis, is introduced. If integrated with a recognized algorithm, the steganalyst is aware of the
embedding techniques and statistical trends of the stego text. This method of attack is very effective when the
known embedding techniques are tested on text, but it may fail exponentially if the steganalyst does not
understand the algorithm used to embed the information. The basic model of linguistic steganography and
steganalysis model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Basic model of linguistic steganography and linguistic steganalysis [10]

Based on the figure, if a steganalyst is alerted of the steganographic method, then the steganalyst
must outline a steganalysis method that is capable of distinguishing concealed messages inserted with their
steganography method only. The targeted or specific steganalysis plans utilize full information of a specific
(targeted) steganographic algorithm and are created particularly to discover such a plan [11]. They are more
consistent with enhanced execution in discovery than the universal plans [12]. Thus, numerous targeted
steganalysis methods are considered as active as they evaluate the inserted message size.
There are a number of methods commonly used for targeted steganalysis in textual domain, such as
distribution of space characters, distribution of first letters of words, font format, context information, source
feature and immune mechanism, natural language watermarking, character substitution, evolution algorithm,
and synonym frequency. Table 1 shows review categories in steganalysis.

Table 1. Categories of Steganalysis
Type
Targeted Steganalysis

Blind Steganalysis

Schemes
Distribution of space characters [13 ]
Distribution of first letters of words [14]
Font format [15]
Context information [16]
Natural language watermarking [17]
Character substitution [18]
Synonym frequency [12]
Evolution algorithm [19]
Source feature and immune mechanism [20]
[21]

3. TARGETED STEGANALYSIS METHOD
3.1 Distribution of Space Characters
In 2006, Sui Xi and Luo Hui suggested a technique of steganalysis based on space character
distribution [13, 22, 23]. They are studying the space-steganography used in text papers. Steganalysis method
detects stego-texts by varying statistical features between stego-texts and natural texts [24]. In the
experiment, 10 natural texts are chosen and 5 stego-texts embedded by open space. Then their probabilities of
p1 and p2 is calculated. From experiment, it indicates that p1 of every 10 natural texts is smaller than ∆1 and
p2 smaller than ∆2. Meanwhile for 5 stego-texts, the p1 is larger than ∆1 and p2 larger than ∆2 [25, 26].
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3.2 Distribution of First Letters of Words
Introduced a technique of steganalysis based on the allocation from English texts of first letters of
phrases [14]. The method of steganalysis separates stego-texts and natural texts by statistical features.
According this research, the assessment arbitrarily took 24 natural texts and then calculated the similarity
parameters between the allocation of probabilities of first letters of words from the texts and the allocation of
references [27, 28]. Next, 8 texts documents from natural text were arbitrarily picked and implanted with
certain messages by utilizing the semantic algorithm [29, 30]. The similarity coefficients are then computed.
From the test, natural text similarity coefficients are shown to be really small, with most of them being lower
than 0.7, and the average value being only 0.6738. However, the similarity coefficients of stego-texts are
very big and their average value is 0.8095, significantly higher than natural texts [14, 31].
3.3 Font Format
New algorithm for font format in text steganalysis was defined by [15]. It utilizes SVM to interpret
the vector trait of font features to detect the presence of hidden information and then evaluate the length of
the hidden information as stated by the font attribute value variants [32, 33]. The algorithm acquires a high
level of accuracy in determining whether or not concealed information are available in font format
steganography in ordered papers [18, 19, 31]. It is shown in the result of the experiment.
3.4 Context Information
This paper [16], evaluate one type of text steganography that uses synonymous substitution. Using
context data, they attempt to differentiate between altered articles and original articles. The final decision
taken by a classifier of the SVM (support vector machine) leads by assessment of suitability of words for
their context, and then the suitability sequence of words. In the following to balance prevalent and rare
phrases, IDF (inverse document frequency) is used to measure the suitability of phrases. With the assistance
of Google, this system is assessed on the web rather than in a specific corpus. Experimental findings indicate
90.0 percent of classification precision.
3.5 Natural Language Watermarking
In 2008, [17] suggested synonymous replacement steganalysis based on watermarking in the natural
language. The suggested method attempts to distinguish using context information between watermarked
articles and unwatermarked articles [34]. For final determination of an SVM (support vector machine)
classifier, it is shown the assessment of the reasonableness of phrases of the context and then the appropriate
word arrangement. Inverse document frequency (IDF) is utilized to adjust periodic and unusual phrases to
weigh the suitability of phrases with particular end goals. Using Google, this evaluation plan is on the
internet rather than in a particular corpus. Experimental findings indicate accuracy of 90.0%, precision of
86.8% and recall rate of 82.5% [17].
3.6 Character Substitution
In order to detect concealed data using character substitution in texts, a modern technique of
steganalysis is suggested. This is achieved by utilizing Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify the
distinctive input of the vector into SVM. Building a correct characteristic vector is the most significant phase
of this detection algorithm. Under the precondition of uniform distribution of hidden bits to be encoded,
the allocation of the characters used to hide data after the steganographic process has changed, so that the
ratio of unusual characters to ordinary characters is dissimilar in cover texts and stego texts [18].
3.7 Synonym Frequency
A linguistic steganalysis method is suggested to identify synonymous steganography based on
replacement that embeds concealed message into a text by replacing words with synonyms First, attribute
pairs of synonyms are provided in order to reflect their position in an ordered set of synonyms in descending
frequency order and the quantity of their synonyms. As a result of synonymous replacements, the number of
pairs of high frequency attributes can be reduced while the number of pairs of low frequency attributes would
be increased [12].
3.8 Evolution Algorithm
In 2012, [19] presented a steganalysis technique utilizing evolution algorithm approach. The study
introduces another method of steganalysis, based on the Java Genetic Algorithms Package (JGAP) evolution
algorithm approach, to recognize concealed texts in text steganalysis called the Evolution Detection
Steganalysis System (EDSS). The result of the EDSS can be split into two groups in terms of fitness values
that are great fitness and bad fitness [19].
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3.9 Source Feature and Immune Mechanism
Another natural language detection algorithm was suggested by [20] relying on evaluating text
features. The computer program has different characteristics of elements, including good couriers of text
characteristics, and then, by searching for feature modifications, the hidden text is subdivided into SuccessStego-Text (SST) and False-Stego Text (FST) correspondingly, after the feature extraction has been
arranged, the respective detector, so that the identification algorithm in the text is usually brief. Tests indicate
that when the length of the text film reaches 3 K, both SR and NR exceed 95%, and consistency is greater
[20].

4.

BLIND STEGANALYSIS
Nobody knows the steganographic algorithm in blind steganalysis. Therefore, the designing of
detector not relies upon on steganographic algorithm [21, 35]. Blind steganalysis is broadly used compared to
the specific one because it is not relied upon steganographic algorithm[36]. Differentiate cover text from
stego text is the main step in analyzing steganography. Analyzing text characteristics and searching
abnormalities proof also included. The inserting operation will change the content of text and from normal
text characteristics, it produces deviations. The step is therefore sensible and the most fundamental level of
blind steganalysis is this evaluation [11].
Blind steganalysis stage can be extended to a better range called multi-class steganalysis.
Multi-class steganalysis is essentially the same as the basic level if evaluated from a practical perspective.
The distinction, however, is that multi-class steganalysis can differentiate the text into more groups of
various kinds of stego text generated by various inserting methods. Consequently, the task of multi-class
steganalysis is to trace the embedding algorithm used to generate a given stego text or interpret it as a cover
text if no insertion is applied to it. There are two phases in blind steganalysis which known as feature
extraction and classification [11], as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Standard blind steganalysis phases [37]

In paper [38] provided a technique capable of blindly distinguishing natural texts, machine
translated texts and stego texts produced by steganography based on translation. This technique examined the
features of the allocation of words in the same natural frequency area (NFZ).

5.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Linguistic steganalysis has its own implementation performance especially in statistical technique.
Table 2 identified the advantages and disadvantages of linguistic steganalysis in the last decade. Based on
Table 2, the advantages of techniques are seen through the high recall in first letters of words distribution
technique [14] and anatomize variance of statistical features of stego text and natural text in distribution of
space character techniques [25]. Next, the semantic technique which is introduced by [16] is simple and
effective variants. Meanwhile, the syntactic technique proposed by [15] has lower noise in text and lower
missed detection ratio. Finally, the machine learning technique by [19] can support the text based document
while the technique by Licai Zhu in 2017 is more specific on source feature.
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Table 2. Comparative Analysis

No.
1

Years
2006

Methods
Distribution of Space
Characters

Advantages
Anatomize variance of statistical features
of stego text and natural text

Disadvantages
Complex algorithm

2

2006

High recall and low error

Require much time

3

2007

First letters of words
distribution
Font format

Require big dataset

4
5

2008
2009

Less hidden information, lower noise in
text, lower missed detection ratio
Simple and effective variants
High accuracy, recall rate and precision

6

2009

Can implement in hard copy and soft copy

Only based on assumption

7
8

2012
2012

Complex
Complexity of computation

9

2017

High speed in detecting
Use EA approach to support the text based
document
More specific on source features

Context Information
Natural Language
Watermarking
Character substitution
using support vector
machine (SVM)
Synonym frequency
Evolution algorithm
Source features and
immune mechanism

Lack of vocabulary
Hard to gain similar synonym

Complex algorithm

The Figure 3 shows the disadvantages such as complex algorithm or complex computation that
burden the linguistic steganalysis approach especially in distribution of space characters [25], evolution
algorithm [19], as well as source features and immune mechanism [20].

Figure 3. Count of methods by disadvantages

The obvious concern in implementing linguistic steganalysis is the requirement of big dataset and
the high processing time. This issue was caught in font format technique proposed by [15] and first letters of
words distribution by [14]. Finally, lack of vocabulary also posed a disadvantage in linguistic steganalysis
like context information technique in [21].

6.

CONCLUSION
This paper interpreted linguistic steganalysis used in recent years between 2006 until 2017. It review
some methods of linguistic steganalysis that consists of two categories that are targeted and blind
steganalysis. In general, only one or two techniques proposed each year. However, there is no technique
proposed in linguistic steganalysis between 2013 until 2016. Most researchers focused on image steganalysis
but there is only a few doing research for linguistic steganalysis. Furthermore, the study demonstrates that the
steganalysis method have their own strengths and weakness. The most noticeable concern for linguistic
steganalysis is complex algorithm. Hopefully, this study might empower for future research and to grow
better steganalysis devices that can add to better execution.
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